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A cold voice came.

One after another Lords appeared around.

Not to mention all the strange costumes, many faces are ugly.

Their breath is gloomy, as if they came from hell.

Wicked way!

Levi didn’t need to think about it. These are the evil ways that dominate the
alliance.

Look at it at a glance.

There are a lot of people.

And each strength is strong.

However, a sneer crossed the corner of Levi’s mouth: “All of you surrender, I
might spare you your life!”

“If the Gentiles don’t have a chance to survive, no matter how evil you are, you
are also part of Morendam. I will give you a chance!”

“Just you? Want us to surrender too?”

In the first battle, these evil sects did not participate, and they did not know Levi
at all.



Richard was too busy to contact them.

“Does Levi know who we are? We have been waiting for you for a long time!”

Along with the sound, several figures appeared.

“The people of the Northern Devil?”

Levi felt the aura of the Northern Demon from him.

“Hmph, that’s right! We are here to avenge the Northern Devil!”

“We have been looking for you for a long time, and finally found you here!”

The people of the Northern Devil endured it for a long time.

Now I finally found Levi’s team.

Regardless of Levi’s team, the team is huge and equipped with advanced
equipment.

In the eyes of the warrior, it is all paper.

They couldn’t protect Levi.

“Let’s go together! Don’t delay my time!”

Levi was eager to go to the Eastern Frontier Theater, but he didn’t have much
time to talk nonsense with them.

He did it directly.

Levi shot.

This is what no one expected.



“kill him!”

The evil sects rushed forward.

“Boom boom…”

As soon as they fought, the expressions of the evil sects changed drastically.

Is he so strong?

The same thought flashed in everyone’s mind.

Dominating the alliance with hundreds of thousands of warriors, Levi all fell on
the ground.

Although the evil sects in front of him are strong, it is a piece of cake for him.

Soon after, all the evil people of the Shu Wanxie Clan were lying on the ground.

This includes nearly fifty six heavenly powerhouses.

This is the strongest team of evil men.

Everyone’s eyes are filled with inevitable shock.

“Find me revenge? Is your brain burnt out? I stand here to let you kill, you can’t
kill it!”

Levi scanned the audience.

All crooked ways are silent.

Because Levi was right.

“Now before you, there are two ways. First, death, and second, surrender is all
up to me!”



Levi gave a choice.

“The second, the second!”

“We all listen to you!”

Several people, headed by the North Demon tribe, agreed.

Immediately afterwards, the others agreed one by one.

“To be honest, I don’t worry about you! So I will give you the poison! The antidote
is only with me, whoever betrays will die!”

“You give them the potion!”

…

Levi gave an order.

At first, Suzaku and the others were stunned, and soon reacted.

They took out a lot of medicines and let all the crooked ways take it.

All these crooked ways have listened to Levi obediently.

“Now I will give you the first task, take out all your strength, and go to the capital
immediately! Don’t let the foreign enemy step into the capital! Otherwise, you will
come to see you!”

Levi assigned the task directly.

“Understand, Lord, we will go now!”

The two sides parted ways.



Levi smiled and said, “I still felt that the clone was inadequate! Now I have
another worry!”

Chapter 1712

Everyone is laughing.

Who would have thought that evil ways would appear in the middle of the road.

Isn’t this a free coolie?

Levi had long expected that the enemy would sneak attack on the capital.

From his perspective as a military chief.

If he, in this case, would send someone to destroy the major institutions in the
capital first.

On the way here, he was still thinking about what to do in the capital.

He can’t be cloned.

As a result, someone came to the door.

Suzaku asked by the side; “Boss, do they believe that those potions are poisons?
They are just potions that enhance strength and immunity.”

Levi has used this routine many times.

Using ordinary potions to deceive the enemy is a unique poison.

It seems that this routine will never go out of style.

Levi smiled and said, “The more people with high status or strong force, the more
they cherish their lives! They are better to be trusted, plus I completely restrain
them! They absolutely believe it!”



“Hahaha…”

Everyone laughed out loud.

Continue to the Eastern Territory Theater.

the other side.

The evil sects and sects gathered together.

“This medicine is real? Why doesn’t I feel at all after taking it? It’s no different
from water.”

“Could it be fake? I don’t think this is poison at all!”

…

The Ice Venerable and Fire Venerable of the Ice Fire Palace said: “No! It’s true!
Although we look down on ordinary people, their modern things can really kill us!”

“Furthermore, do you think Mr. Levi looks like a joke?”

The two sentences left everyone in a daze.

correct.

They look down on ordinary people and modern things.

But the killing weapon produced by Wood Zhengjie had a good lesson.

Many modern things are beyond their imagination.

People are afraid of the unknown.

Even the supreme-level powerhouses are no exception.



So they are afraid.

What Levi ordered, they had to do things obediently.

“By the way, did you just find out the technique that Mr. Garrison uses?”

At this time, the leader of the North Demon tribe asked aloud.

The Badao of the Badaomen said solemnly: “You also found out?”

“Yes, I found it too, I still thought I was wrong.”

“Really? I found it too! It really is.”

The Tiger King in the Tiger Sha Temple gasped, “Which is the heir of the great
demon? The exercises he used just now are exactly the same as the legendary
demon!”

“Wh…”

Everyone was gasping for breath.

“If this is the case, then it is normal for us to call him Lord!”

“He gave an order, we all have to obey.”

The crowd trembled.

This was something Levi didn’t expect.

The North Demon once recognized his practice.

Unexpectedly, the people behind the North Demon knew more and more
comprehensively.



There is also the existence called the Great Demon by thousands of evil ways,
how terrible is that?

Shocked and shocked.

Everyone didn’t dare to neglect Levi’s orders.

They arrived early to deploy defenses around the capital.

Even more wicked ways were drawn together.

In the name of which descendant of the great demon appeared.

Just this sentence.

The evil ways and the wrong way are simply echoed.

Even the evil ways who didn’t cooperate with the Domination Alliance came one
after another.

now.

The five hundred strong men arranged by the Dominating Alliance are already
close to the capital.

These five hundred people are Richard’s last cards.

He will use these people to sweep the capital.

Destroy Colin and other institutions…

This is the final madness that dominates the league…
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Now everyone knows that Morendam’s hole cards and the strong are on the first
line of battle.

The interior is absolutely empty.

No matter how you can handle it.

Especially dispatched 500 strong people.

Richard, who has returned to the war eagle country, takes overall planning.

He hasn’t spread the news of the defeat in the Western Territory.

For one thing, I am afraid of affecting morale.

Secondly, he wanted to give Levi a surprise, and Wood Zhengjie’s upgraded
version of the killer weapon was waiting.

So at present, apart from the theater, the outside world doesn’t know what
happened to the Western Theater.

“We still have a good chance of winning!”

“First of all, the capital won!”

“Secondly, in the Eastern Territory Theater, Wood Zhengjie killed Levi again.
When the time comes, the army will kill the capital, which should be inside and
outside. Morendam is in control. Then we still win!”



“Don’t make a mistake, God bless!”

Richard began to pray.

This is their last hope.

“Mr. Richard, the top 500 we sent out are already close to the capital, do you
want to act?”

“action!”

Richard gave an order.

The top 500 will act immediately.

Enter the capital in different directions.

They have a group of fifty people, for a total of ten groups.

Each group has its own task.

They went directly to the organization of their respective tasks.

“I have been waiting for you for a long time! Hahaha…”

But as soon as the ten strong groups acted, they were stopped.

The flowers of these crooked ways are going to fall.

He even wondered if Levi had guessed wrong.

As a result, people really came!

“Kill! Don’t keep one!”



Bing Zun Huo Zun and other six heavenly powerhouses rushed to the forefront to
fight.

Although the five hundred people sent by the Domination Alliance are very
strong, they are all strong in the five or six heavens.

But the evil ways are stronger and more powerful.

Soon five hundred people were submerged.

Blood splattered, hysterical shouts.

All the top five hundred were killed.

The danger of the capital was lifted invisibly.

In the capital, Colin’s base.

“There is important news, it seems that there are Lords approaching the capital!”

“Immediately activate the first level of protection! What should come is still to
come!”

…

Colin could also expect that the opponent would attack the capital.

But helpless.

Can only wait silently.

Only since the release of dangerous news.

For a long time, no one came.

Everyone wondered.



What’s going on?

Colin was always kept in the dark.

At this moment, the Eastern Territory Theater.

The Sanxing Group and other forces opened their posture, frantically attacking
Xiao Feng and the others.

With Wood Zhengjie’s killing weapon, it is simply a sweeping sweep all the way.

Xiao Feng and the others suffered heavy losses.

The supreme-level powerhouses fell one after another.

They retreated steadily and have already retreated to the fifth line of defense.

There were attacks from crooked evil ways in the rear.

They were truly trapped to death.

It can last for two or three days.

Now it seems that at most half a day, they will be wiped out.

Even Xiao Feng and several high-level leaders were scarred.

“Slow, still too slow!”

“We have been defeated in the Western Territory, and all hope lies in us at the
moment!”

“We don’t have to think carefully from now on, we must unite. The capture of
Morendam can’t fall short!”

“Yes, here it is!”



…

The moment of decisive battle.

Logan Zhengguo, Wood Zhengjie and other high-level discussions.

Before, they were actually at odds with each other.

There is no real leader.

But now it’s the last moment, they are about to unite.

“Offensive! This wave of offensive destroys the enemy without giving any
chance!”

Chapter 1714

The Sanxing Group really united and wanted to give Xiao Feng their worst attack.

“kill!!!”

The strongest of the major forces have been sent out.

There are close to two hundred Sixth Heavenly Powerhouses in total.

Three thousand and five heavenly powerhouses.

All the cards of the major forces were taken out.

It turns out that these forces are all false reports and concealed reports.

Not willing to really contribute.

For example, the strong in the fifth and sixth heavens are not willing to send out.

It’s hard to see even the strong of the Four Heavens.



This is also an important distant image that has not been captured by the Eastern
Frontier Theater for a long time.

Otherwise, with their true power, Xiao Feng and the others would definitely not be
able to survive.

All of Wood Zhengjie’s killing weapons were used except for the upgraded
version.

What they want is not to give Xiao Feng and the others a chance to breathe.

It went out in a rush.

“Shou, you must keep!”

Xiao Feng and the others are holding the posture of annihilation of the entire
army.

The brothers in Zhentian Temple have set an example for them.

What are they afraid of?

“Boom boom boom…”

“Puff puff…”

…

The two sides are fighting together.

A real flesh-and-blood battle!

The scene of the war was out of control for a while.

The sky is falling apart.



The sun and the moon are reversed.

…

Morendam suffered heavy casualties here.

The other side only had a small attack.

Half of Xiao Feng fell down here.

Xiao Feng was hit by the God of Death weapon, although he passed by.

But he was seriously injured.

The others were all seriously injured.

But the enemy didn’t stop for a while.

Continue to attack like crazy.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

The enemy’s offensive posture was too violent.

Someone around Xiao Feng kept falling down.

The loss was too heavy.

Even the rest of the morale will be destroyed.



Everyone is going back.

Can’t hold it.

Can’t hold it at all.

Xiao Feng hurriedly shouted, “Hold it up, let me withstand it! We can’t retreat! We
want to attack!”

“Even if we have one soldier and one soldier, we still have to attack!”

Xiao Feng suddenly laughed.

“Brothers don’t worry, even if we are all dead, then the Lord will avenge us!”

“Morendam will not be defeated, and the dragon flag will be flying all over the city
by then!”

This is the firm will of the Morendam people.

Xiao Feng and the others became more tenacious.

The stronger the offensive to dominate the Alliance.

They didn’t even give Xiao Feng the chance to surrender.

In the end, all the rest of them were forced into the fifth line of defense.

“Offensive, kill them all!”

Above the plains.

The army dominating the alliance collapsed and came with an aura that obscured
the sky and sun.

Xiao Feng and all of them were ready to die.



“Goodbye brothers in the next life!”

Xiao Feng smiled.

Seeing the enemy close at hand, everyone was relieved.

Isn’t it just death?

I died for Morendam, it’s worth it!

Not reconciled!

We failed to hold Morendam!

Unwilling!

Too unwilling!

“Rumble…”

But just at the very moment, there was a sudden movement of the earth and the
mountains.

An invisible air current lay before dominating the hundreds of thousands of troops
in the alliance.

Completely separate them from Xiao Feng and the others.

The ground shook and the mountains shook, and a big gap appeared in the
battlefield.

It is completely divided into two areas.

The army dominating the Alliance was forced to stop.

“Too cruel to my disciples, right?”



A familiar voice resounded through the sky.

After Xiao Feng and the others heard this voice, everyone wept with joy.

“Lord, the Lord is here!”

The crowd chanted.

The hundreds of thousands of troops dominating the alliance were all stunned.

I saw a dead figure in the sky leaping down from the sky.
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He descended like a god.

“boom!!!”

The moment he fell, it was like a nuclear bomb hit here.

The world is shaking.

A terrible air current spread to the surroundings.

The formation of one hundred thousand people dominating the Alliance army
was pushed back hundreds of meters.

Levi descended from the sky.

It really complied with the gods coming from heaven!



Where is Levi standing, alone against an army of hundreds of thousands.

He has no fear.

A faint smile came up at the corner of his mouth: “With me here, you don’t want
to go one step further!”

“I order you to surrender immediately, or I will kill you all!”

One person told the other party to surrender hundreds of thousands.

How domineering is this?

“Lord is mighty!”

Xiao Feng shouted.

Everyone chanted.

All the army dominating the alliance was stunned.

Do one dare to ask them to surrender?

Is this crazy or silly?

“what happens?”

“What’s going on in front?”

“Why did you stop?”

Logan Zhengguo, Wood Zhengjie and others in the rear asked one after another.

“No, it’s Levi. Levi has come to the Eastern Frontier Theater!”

Soon someone recognized Levi’s arrival.



Logan Zhengguo’s expression changed: “Levi’s speed is too fast, right?”

How powerful is Levi.

Richard had already told them.

The main part that dominates the league didn’t stop him either.

How strong is his combat power?

do not know.

He only knows that the strong man in the fifth and sixth heavens can’t kill him.

He is so outrageous!

But Wood Zhengjie smiled.

“Levi, you are finally here, I have been waiting for this moment for a long time.”

Wood Zhengjie’s eyes were full of heat and madness.

Now dominate the task assigned to him by the Alliance.

As long as he kills Levi.

He can get everything he wants.

One of the promises is to become the king of the West Island country!

Think of the lord of a country coming over the world.

Wood Zhengjie was indescribably excited.

“Come, come, take out all the upgraded versions of the killing god weapons!”



“From this moment on, all God-killing weapons will only deal with Levi!”

Wood Zhengjie began to deploy.

Put all the weapons of killing gods.

“In order to increase the chance of killing Levi, you need to consume Levi to a
great extent!”

“At that time, I will use the killing weapon again, so that the success rate will be
higher!”

“But don’t worry, all the next killing weapons are prepared for Levi alone! He will
definitely die!”

Wood Zhengjie looked confident.

“kill!”

Give an order.

Dominate the all-out offensive of the Alliance army.

Kill one person to Levi.

“Good come! I didn’t kill enough in the Western Territory!”

Levi rushed forward with bare hands.

Fight with the army.

At first, Xiao Feng and the others were a little worried.

You can see the momentum of Levi sweeping the army.

Everyone was stunned.



“Lord is really strong! Strong and strong!!!”

Morendam said excitedly.

They just heard about one person fighting an army of 100,000.

Now one person fights more than 100,000 warriors, but they have seen it with
their own eyes.

Too fierce, too fierce.

Not only are they scared.

The Domination Alliance was also frightened.

On how strong a person is?

He can beat hundreds of thousands of warriors.

The more wars, the more courageous.

He divides the line.

No one stepped past hundreds of thousands of people.

This is the power of Levi.

He also played back the formation dominating the league.

Shocked!

It’s so shocking!

Is there such a strong one?

“No, if this goes on, these people can’t stop Levi from coming!”



“Push! Push our position forward!”

Wood Zhengjie immediately pushed forward.

After reaching the designated distance, all the killing weapons aimed at Levi.

Chapter 1716

“Number One, lock the target!”

“Number two, lock the target!”

“No. Eighty-eight, lock the target!”

…

Soon, hundreds of killing god weapons locked Levi alone.

“I need everyone to escape from the battlefield within ten seconds to fully expose
Levi!”

Wood Zhengjie began to command.

“withdraw!”

The army dominating the alliance suddenly withdrew.

Sure enough, within ten seconds, the withdrawal disappeared without a trace.

Levi was completely exposed on the empty plain.

It’s a living target.

Levi also noticed something at this moment.

He seemed to be locked in by hundreds of eyes.



That feeling is uncomfortable.

Want to escape, can’t escape.

Want to get rid of, can’t get rid of.

Xiao Feng and the others know best what it is.

“No, the weapons of killing gods, they are afraid they will use all the weapons of
killing gods to deal with Lord!”

“This is a lot of trouble, Lord, hurry up and hide!”

…

Xiao Feng shouted anxiously.

It may be too late.

In this empty scene, it is locked by a killer weapon with a tracking system.

That is a dead end.

There is no possibility of evasion at all.

Wood Zhengjie’s body was shaking with excitement.

Killing Levi meant too much to him.

He dreams of one day defeating Levi in the field he is best at.

Now he has to do it.

Not only defeated!

Also kill!



“Sarah, have you ever thought about such a day?”

Wood Zhengjie looked up to the sky and screamed.

After all weapons are locked.

Wood Zhengjie is going crazy.

“Levi is going to die!!!”

Wood Zhengjie gave an order.

All the killing weapons are activated.

Based on one point, terrible energy was launched one after another.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

The power of the launch is too great, and the recoil is destructive.

Create the shaking of the earth and the mountains.

At least the whole area is full of earthquakes.

This is the aftermath of the killing weapon fired.

As for how powerful the weapon of killing God is, Xiao Feng and the others have
witnessed it with their own eyes.

But they haven’t seen all the scenes of killing weapons blasting at one person.

That is unimaginable.



“boom!”

The first energy weapon hit Levi’s body.

The earth is shaking and the mountains are shaking.

However, the blood mist that everyone was looking forward to did not appear.

This shows that an attack by the killing weapon is useless to Levi.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

In a short period of time, the killing weapons blasted towards Levi one after
another.

Levi remained motionless.

No wounds appeared on the body.

But the ground under his feet was completely shattered.

It’s like a spider web, terribly spreading outward.

Dozens of miles.

Hundreds of miles.

Hundreds of miles.

…



“Boom boom boom!”

Killing weapons continue to bombard.

Almost continuously.

One wave after another.

Wood Zhengjie was spared.

Levi must be killed.

“Ding Ding Ding…”

Under this power.

Rao could not stop Levi.

He is backing away.

Keep going back.

It was obvious that he was not as handy as he was just now.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

The killing weapon continues.

Don’t give Levi any breathing time.

…



I don’t know how many energy boxes were destroyed.

Anyway, Wood Zhengjie’s belongings are about to bottom out.

“puff!”

Finally, Levi vomited blood.

His body was severely injured.

Killing weapons are too terrible.

Especially all the weapons of killing gods are used on one person.

It was devastating.

No, Levi was injured.

“Hurry up and use the upgraded version of the killer weapon!”

Seeing hope, Wood Zhengjie wanted to kill Levi in one fell swoop.


